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Defining Variables
 An important step when beginning a research is to
define the variables.

 Some variables are easy to define, manipulate or
measure
 Study of driving patterns with fuel consumption rate.

 Some variables are difficult to define manipulate or Some variables are difficult to define, manipulate or
measure
 How fast is this car?
 The difference is the lack of operational definition of fast.
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Defining Variables
 A definition of a variable in terms of the operations
(activities) a researcher uses to measure or( )
manipulate it.

 Dependent Variables
 Measured

 Independent Variables Independent Variables
 Manipulated
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Continuous and Discrete Variables
 Discrete Variables
 These variables usually consist of whole number units orThese variables usually consist of whole number units or
categories

 They are made up of chunks or units that are detached and
distinct from one another.

 A change in value occurs a whole unit at a time; decimals do
not make sense in discrete scales.

 For example gender ethnicity and manufacturer are For example, gender, ethnicity, and manufacturer are
discrete scales.

 The number of engines can only be whole number.
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Continuous and Discrete Variables
 Continuous Variables
 Variables that usually fall along a continuum and allow forVariables that usually fall along a continuum and allow for
fractional amounts.

 The term continuous means that it continues between the
whole number units.

 Examples of continuous variables are age (22.7 years),
height (64.5 inches), and weight (113.25 pounds).

 Interval and ratio data are continuous in nature Interval and ratio data are continuous in nature.
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Properties of Measurement
 After defining the variables, one has to consider the
property of measurement.p p y

 In general, there are four properties of measurement;
 Identity
 Magnitude
 Equal unit sizeEqual unit size
 Absolute zero
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Properties of Measurement
 Identity
 A property of measurement in which objects that are
different receive different scores.

 For example, cars from different manufacturers will receive
different scores and so identity.

 Magnitude
 A property of measurement in which the ordering ofA property of measurement in which the ordering of
numbers reflects the ordering of the variable.

 Numbers are assigned in an order such that different
numbers reflect more or less of the variable being measured.

 For example, ranking of cars in order of their total weight
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Properties of Measurement
 Equal Unit Size
 A property of measurement in which a difference of 1 is theA property of measurement in which a difference of 1 is the
same amount throughout the entire scale.

 For example, difference of fuel consumption of two cars who
have 9 km/L and 10 km/L is same as that of the difference
between those cars who have 14 km/L and 15 km/L fuel
consumption.

 Absolute Zero
 A property of measurement in which assigning a score of
zero indicates an absence of the variable being measured.
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Scales of Measurement
 The scale of measurement depends on the properties of
the data.

 There are four scales of measurement
 Nominal
 Ordinal
 Interval
 Ratio

E h f h l h f h i Each of these scales has one or more of the properties.
 It is important to establish the scale of data measurement
in order to determine the appropriate statistical test and
other methods to use when analyzing the data.
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Scales of Measurement
 Nominal Scale
 A scale in which objects or individuals are assigned toA scale in which objects or individuals are assigned to
categories that have no numerical properties.

 Nominal scales have the characteristic of identity but lack
the other properties.

bl d l l f f d Variables measured on a nominal scale are often referred to
as categorical variables because the data are divided into
categories and categories carry no numerical weight.
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Scales of Measurement
 Nominal Scale
 Some examples of categorical variables, or data measured on a
nominal scale arenominal scale, are
 Ethnicity
 Gender
 Manufacturer

 We can assign numerical values to the levels of a nominal variable.
 For example, Honda can be labeled as 1, Toyota as 2, BMW as 3, and so on
 Note that that these scores do not carry numerical weight; they are
simply labels for the categories.

 In other words the scores are used for identity but not for magnitude In other words, the scores are used for identity but not for magnitude,
equal unit size, or absolute value.

 We cannot order the data and claim that 1s are more or less than 2s in
any way.

 We cannot analyze these data mathematically.
 It would not be appropriate to report that the mean Toyota was 2.56, and
we cannot say that there is a true zero.
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Scales of Measurement
 Ordinal Scale
 A scale in which objects or individuals are categorized andA scale in which objects or individuals are categorized and
the categories form a rank order along a continuum.

 Data measured on an ordinal scale have the properties of
identity and magnitude but lack equal unit size and absolute
zero.

 Ordinal data are often referred to as ranked data because
they are ordered from highest to lowest or from biggest to
smallest.
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Scales of Measurement
 Ordinal Scale
 For example, reporting how students did on an examination based

i l h i k (hi h d hi h d )simply on their rank (highest score, second highest, and so on)
involves an ordinal scale.

 This variable carries identity and magnitude because
 each individual receives a rank (a number) that carries identity, and
 the rank also conveys information about order or magnitude (how many
students performed better or worse in the class).

 However, the ranking score does not have equal unit size:
Th diff i f h i i b h d The difference in performance on the examination between the students
ranked 1 and 2 is not necessarily the same as the difference between
those ranked 2 and 3.

 Nor does this scale have an absolute zero that indicates an
absence of the variable being measured.
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Scales of Measurement
 Interval Scale
 A scale in which the units of measurement (intervals)A scale in which the units of measurement (intervals)
between the numbers on the scale are all equal in size.

 Interval scale meets the criteria for identity, magnitude, and
equal unit size.

 For example, the Fahrenheit temperature scale is an interval
scale of measurement. A given temperature carries:
 Identity – days with different temperatures receive different scores Identity – days with different temperatures receive different scores
on the scale.

 Magnitude – cooler days receive lower scores, whereas hotter days
receive higher scores.

 Equal unit size – the difference between 50 and 51 degrees is the
same as that between 90 and 91 degrees.
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Scales of Measurement
 Ratio Scale
 A scale in which in addition to order and equal units of
measurement there is an absolute zero that indicates an absencemeasurement there is an absolute zero that indicates an absence
of the variable being measured.

 Ratio does have all four properties of measurement.

 Examples of ratio scales of measurement include weight, time, and
height.

 Each of these scales has
 (1) identity (cars with different weights receive different scores),
 (2) magnitude (those who weigh less receive lower scores than those
who weigh more), and

 (3) equal unit size (1 pound/kg is the same unit of weight anywhere
along the scale).
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Scales of Measurement
 Ratio Scale
 Ratio scales also have an absolute zero, meaning that a score of
zero reflects an absence of the variablezero reflects an absence of the variable.
 For instance, all bathroom scales start at a weight of zero, and, although a
person obviously cannot weigh zero, when the scale reads zero it reflects
an absence of the variable.

 Also, ratios can be formed.
 A weight of 100 pounds is twice as much as a weight of 50 pounds. As
with interval data mathematical computations can be performed on ratio
data.

 Because interval and ratio data are very similar, it can be referredy
as interval‐ratio data and typically do not distinguish between the
types.

 One should be familiar with the difference between interval and
ratio data, but you should also be aware that because they are so
similar, they are often referred to as one type of data.
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Scales of Measurement
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Types of Measurement
 When researchers collect data, the types of measures
used can be classified into four basic categories:g
 Self‐report measures
 Tests
 Behavioral measures
 Physical measures.
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Types of Measurement
 SELFREPORTMEASURES

 Self‐report measures are typically administered as questionnaires or
interviews to measure how people report that they act, think, or feelp p p y , ,
about a particular question.

 Self‐report measures aid in collecting data on behavioral, cognitive, and
affective events.

 Behavioral selfreport measures
 Typically ask people to report how often they do something such as how
often they eat a certain food, eat out at a restaurant, go to the gym, have
morning productionmeeting etcmorning productionmeeting etc

 The problem with this and the other types of self‐report measures is that
we are relying on the individuals to report on their own behaviors.

 When collecting data in this manner, we must be concerned with the
veracity (reality) of the reports and with the accuracy of the individual s
memory.
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Types of Measurement
 Cognitive selfreport measures

 These measures ask individuals to report what they think about
somethingsomething.

 One may have been stopped on campus and asked what you think about
parking, food services, or residence halls.

 May have asked about what do you think about training policies to
increase productivity.

 Once again, we are relying on the individual to make an accurate and
truthful report.

 Affective selfreport measures
 These measure ask individuals to report how they feel about something.
 You may have participated in an affective self‐report measure if you ever
answered questions concerning emotional reactions such as happiness,
depression, anxiety, or stress.
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Types of Measurement
 TESTS

 Tests are measurement instruments used to assess individual differences in
various content areas.

 Keep in mind, however, that any measuring instrument has the potential for
problems

 BEHAVIORAL MEASURES
 Measures taken by carefully observing and recording behavior.
 Behavioral measures are often referred to as observational measures
 The observations can be direct (while the participant is engaging in the
behavior) or indirect (via audio‐ or videotape).

 When taking behavioral measures, a researcher usually employs some sort of
coding system, which is a means of converting the observations to numerical
data.

 A very basic coding system involves simply counting the number of times
that participants do something.

 For example, no. of times the machine does not install cap after several runs.
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Types of Measurement
 PHYSICAL MEASURES
 Most physical measures, or measures of bodily activity, are
not directly observable.

 Physical measures are usually taken by means of equipment,.
For example, Weight is measured with a scale.

 Physical measures are much more objective than behavioral
measures.

 A physical measure is not simply an observation, which may
b bj tibe subjective.

 Instead, it is a measure of a physical activity that takes place.
 This is not to say that physical measures are problem free.
Measurement instruments can also have errors.
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Types of Measurement
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Be clear and have a clear focus

 Start early in the process

 Learn when to have a break

 Evaluate alternate methodologies and choose your
methodology carefully

 Write your first chapter last

 Use a standard layout and follow guidelines
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Make your content flow – follow and maintain your thread

 Edit yourself CRITICALLY and get your work edited

 Edit, edit, edit. Overwrite and cut back. Be precise.

 Review your bibliography as an article

 Read your work aloud regularly ‐ check tone

 Print out often and mark up copies. Don’t rely on on‐screen 
editing.
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

1 Dissertation topic
 Is the topic clear and well defined?
 Does it involve a problem, question, or hypothesis
that sets the agenda and points precisely to what needs
to be explored or discovered?
 Is the topic of genuine relevance or interest withinIs the topic of genuine relevance or interest within
your subject discipline?
 Does it pick up on important or interesting themes
arising from your studies?
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

2 Literature review
Have you accessed the most recent literature of relevance to your
topic, as well as seminal sources from the past?
Do you refer to major books, articles, artefacts?
Howwell have you selected your material?
Does the literature review hang together, to show how the ideas
and findings have developed, or is it merely a shopping list ofg p , y pp g
books and articles?
Is the review critical?
Does it briefly evaluate, showing how your dissertation fits into
what is mistaken or lacking in other studies?
The lit. review should provide a critically appraised context for
your studies.
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

3 Theoretical underpinnings
 Does theory permeate the structure from beginning to
end, from statement of problem to conclusion?
 Are you asking yourself a key question, presenting a thesis,
or defending a statement? Be clear about your approach.
 Theory is the framework of your study – not a luxury. Your
dissertation will be judged, in part, by how well you express
and critically understand the theory you are using, and how
clearly and consistently it is connected with the focus and
methodology of your dissertation.
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

4 Methodology
Two chief criteria:
Is your choice of methods and research techniques
well suited to the kind of problem you are studying?
Is your description of the methods you have adopted
clear enough to take a blueprint and replicate?clear enough to take a blueprint and replicate?
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

5 Results
 Are your findings faithful to what you actually found – do
you claim more than you should? Don’t ‘massage’ your
evidence or findings…
 Have you provided enough evidence to make a convincing
case?
 Have you presented everything directly relevant to the
question in such a way that the reader doesn’t have to flip
back and forth to make her or his own connections?
 Are results or findings clearly and accurately written, easy
to read, grasp and understand?
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SOME USEFUL TIPS
 Self evaluation checklist

Questions Yes/No/ 
Not sureNot sure

6 Conclusions
 Have you answered the question ‘So what?’.
What should we do with your findings and
conclusions?
What do they imply?
 Findings don’t speak for themselves – they need to beFindings don t speak for themselves they need to be
analysed. Have you explained what your findings mean
and their importance, in relation to theory and
practice?
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